Abstract. During the auxiliary braking, drivers rely on the brake pedal and handle select gear to determine the number of the braking torque, but in actual work, the driver can't determine the number of the braking torque very well, so it can't reasonable use of the permanent magnet retarder braking. By setting control system in this article, it determines the number of the permanent magnet retarder braking torque based on the vehicle speed and the pressure of the brake pedal, the vehicle can automatic control running speed on the road, the vehicle can be braked great automatically.
Introduction
There are more and more vehicles in China, in the wake of its role in the national economy and life is becoming more and more important. As the vehicle speed is higher and higher, and in the urban area of frequent parking, make people pay more and more attention to the safety of the vehicle performance. The traditional service braking system, due to the continuous braking for a long time, easy to cause the brake wear, heat up, etc., inducing braking efficiency decline and even complete failure. Therefore, vehicles need to be installed auxiliary braking device [1] .
The vehicle is equipped with permanent magnet retarder in the process of moving, when the vehicle is in the auxiliary brake, for various reasons cannot good to determine number of the permanent magnet retarder braking torque at this time, the vehicle auxiliary braking cannot reach a reasonable good results, especially in the downhill run, permanent magnet retarder can lose good braking effect. In order to avoid the happening of this kind of situation, it is necessary to research on the automatic control of permanent magnet retarder.
The working principle of permanent magnet retarder
Permanent magnet retarder is making use of itself inherent magnet to take shape magnetic field, slowing the transmission shaft, so the motion of the vehicle kinetic energy into heat energy and escaping, making the vehicle deceleration and braking [2] . Retarding torque process is: When drivers to slow down or brake, push the piston cylinder makes the permanent magnet into working position, it produces the magnetic field, can constitute the circuit between stator poles, air gap, rotor drum and magnetic yoke. At this time, the eddy current is generated in the interior of the rotor drum, magnetic field on the charged rotor drum can stop its rotation resistance, which produced a braking force [3] .
3 The introduction for the theory of automatic control of permanent magnet retarder
The composition of the automatic control system
Control system consists of three parts, respectively is photoelectric speed sensor measuring the speed of the car, pressure sensor induction brake pedal, electric stepper motor adjustable push rod drive circular disc, as shown in figure 1 .
Photoelectric speed sensor. Photoelectric speed sensor, including two parts of the sensor and code disk, its output signal waveform is neat, close to the standard square wave, almost no interference signal, so it can measure speed well. Easy installation, very light weight at the same time, corresponding to the requirement of high rate of speed, it is convenient to in-stall, very light weight at the same time, corresponding to the requirement of high rate of speed, and the ideal component.
Strain type pressure sensor. Strain type pressure sensor by elastic sensitive element and resistance strain gauge and the shell, to work on the basis of the principle of resistance strain gauge strain effect [4] . The structure of the resistance strain gauge is mainly composed of resistance wire, substrate, lead wire, covering layer. A piece of resistance wire resistance computation formula is as follows:
.
(1) With ρ is the resistivity, l is the length of the wire and A is the cross-sectional area of wire.
By the Equation (1) to be seen, metal wire in the process of deformation mechanical stress, ρ, l, A, all have to change, which will cause the wire resistance change. Within the elastic range, when done by external forces, length l is increased, sectional area A is reduced, resistance value increases; when the pressure shortened, the length l is decreased, the cross-sectional area A is increased, and resistance value decrease. So, as long as it can measure the change of the resistance value, then the strain of the wire, resistance strain gauge then converts mechanical quantity to resistance changes in the output, so as to realize the measurement of strain.
The electric telescopic putter stepper motor. As a miniature linear actuator, stepper motor with a ball screw scaling back and forth, can realize linear drive. Stepper motor can be started immediately or inversion, and high control precision, and reversing the control of flexible [5] . Ball screw and motor end face is level when not working, when the stepper motor controller received signal, stepper motor begin work, ball screw drive target element, according to connecting plate it drives the limit lever to do corresponding axial movement, to the needed for the trip, by adjusting the spacing block down stroke switch power, motor to stop running (Positive and negative control is the same). Stepper motor driver signal must be the pulse signal, if not received the pulse signal, step motor doesn't work, rest; if add a suitable pulse signal, can rotate at a certain Angle (called the step Angle), rotation speed and pulse frequency is proportional to the size. Vehicles when driving, control system will be analyzed for photoelectric sensors measured speed and pressure sensors measured brake pedal pressure, determine the number of control panel of the output pulse frequency, so stepper motor driver receives the pulse frequency, stepper motor with expansion link begins to work, promote circular disc displacement, makes permanent magnet retarder output braking torque. Then, according to the vehicle speed and the brake pedal pressure change, control panel after analysis to determine a series of output signal of pulse frequency size, to work the figure 2 .
Principle of automatic control
To set of control system, automatic control flow chart shown in figure 3 . When braking, if the pressure sensor without induction to the pressure of the brake pedal, the control panel send out a specific pulse signals, the stepper motor position, don't work, at this time, no matter how much the vehicle speed is not, permanent mag-net retarder doesn't to work; If the vehicle speed in less than 20 km/h, and the pressure sensor to the pressure of the brake pedal, the control panel send out a specific pulse signals, the stepper motor position, don't work, permanent magnet retarder doesn't to work; If the vehicle speed at 20-80 km/h, and pressure sensors induction to the pressure of the brake pedal, the pulse pulse signal from control panel, so the stepper motor drive receives pulse signal, the frequency of pulse signal between the size and the vehicle speed in this section is in direct proportion to, stepper motor start working, rotational speed and the frequency of the pulse signal is proportional to the size, that is the displacement of the ball screw drive target element size is proportional to the speed, permanent mag-net retarder can brake properly; If the vehicle speed above 80 km/h, at this time whether pressure sensor to the pressure of the brake pedal, set specific pulse signal is send out from control panel, stepper motor start work, reach maximum speed quickly, ball screw drive components to the maximal displacement, that reach the maximum of the permanent magnet retarder braking torque, make velocity of the vehicle come down quickly; If the brake pedal of pressure sensor sensing pressure is greater than a set value, at this time, no matter how much the vehicle speed, set specific pulse signal is send out from control panel, stepper motor start work, reach maximum speed quickly, ball screw drive components to the maximal dis-placement, that reach the maximum of the permanent magnet retarder braking torque, make velocity of the vehicle come down quickly.
Circuit principle on the control panel
Using HX711A conversion module circuit to connect the strain pressure transducer, as shown in figure 4 , and photoelectric speed sensor circuit diagram as shown in figure 5 . 
Conclusions
This article to automatic control of permanent magnet retarder theoretical research on auxiliary brake, Using the AD converter in control panel, read the brake pedal pressure value and the speed of the vehicle, then issue a specific signal frequency, step motor to carry on the work, to determine the permanent magnet retarder braking torque. According to the research of control, the vehicle can be auxiliary braking automatically according to the speed, can reasonable use of the permanent magnet retarder braking, to reduce the driver's workload. Research of this paper, only is a kind of auxiliary braking automatic control.
